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Introduction 
Modelling enterprises and their architectures is important for most organisations. For example for 

defining business processes, organisational structures, data and information modelling. But also for 

modelling the goals and drivers of the organisation, the alignment of business and IT need te be 

modelled due to the complexity of organisations in modern societies. In medium and large scale 

organisations the role of enterprise- or information architect is introduced to create these models of 

the enterprise. 

What do we need for modelling enterprise architectures? An important aspect is to introduce a 

coherent modelling language that enables the enterprise architect to model all the relevant aspects 

of the organisation. This can be done by using a combination of modelling languages like UML, BPMN 

and DMN. Another approach is to create your own modelling language based on the MDG module in 

Enterprise Architect. Fortunately there is a specific enterprise architecture modelling language 

ArchiMate that you can use. 

In this whitepaper we will introduce ArchiMate as modelling language for enterprises, its advantages 

and disadvantages and the possibility to apply the language in the context of a specific organisation. 

ArchiMate is in basic available as MDG within Enterprise Architect. But when you want to apply the 

language effectively, especially within large organisations, you need to modify and extend the 

configuration in Enterprise Architect. This is done by effectively configuring a number of default 

functionalities and by introducing Add-ons with specific functionalities relevant for ArchiMate. Last 

but not least it is important to define working processes for architects and procedures within teams 

to successfully apply ArchiMate as an enterprise modelling language. 

ArchiMate 
 

We start with the description of ArchiMate as stated in Wikipedia: 

ArchiMate (originally from Architecture-Animate) is an open and independent enterprise architecture 

modelling language to support the description, analysis and visualization of architecture within and 

across business domains in an unambiguous way. 

ArchiMate is a technical standard from The Open Group and is based on the concepts of the IEEE 

1471 standard. It is supported by various tool vendors and consulting firms. ArchiMate is also a 

registered trademark of The Open Group. The Open Group has a certification program for ArchiMate 

users, software tools and courses. 

ArchiMate distinguishes itself from other languages such as Unified Modelling Language (UML) and 

Business Process Modelling and Notation (BPMN) by its enterprise modelling scope. 

Source Wikipedia 

ArchiMate is available as an open standard and is maintained by The Open Group. Since it is open all 

the information about the language is available from the The Open Group website via 

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate31-doc/chap03.html#_Toc489945967. Therefore 

we will limit the description of the language here by a short description of the most important 

aspects. 

https://pubs.opengroup.org/architecture/archimate31-doc/chap03.html#_Toc489945967
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Framework 
ArchiMate is based on a framework with layers and aspects. This framework is a matrix of the layers 

and aspects. There is a core framework for modelling the basic aspects of an enterprise from 

business layer via application layer to technology layer. The full framework is adding some extra 

dimension like strategy, motivation and project dimensions. In the figure below the full framework. 

 

Source: The Open Group 

The framework reduces the complexity of modelling since certain characteristics are modelled with a 

cell (a combination of a layer and an aspect). Within each cell a limited set of concepts and 

relationships is available for the modeller. 

Layers 
As you see in the figure there are a 5+1 layers in the framework. Each layer can be used to create a 

model with a limited scope. Interesting is that the layers can be seen as tiers. Between these tiers 

there are a limited number of defined connections possible. The layers are modelled in a horizontal 

manner. 

Aspects 
The aspects are the vertical structuring of the enterprise. There are 3+1 aspects. The main aspects 

are active structure (who), behaviour (what) and passive structure or informational (about).  Also 

between the aspects a limited number of relationships are available to create connections between 

these aspects. Furthermore as within the layers the aspects can be seen as tiers where you 

preferably only connect an aspect only with the elements in the aspects direct aside it. 

Elements 
Within the cells of the framework specific elements are introduced. Elements are drawn with 

qualified stereotypes. Each element has a symbol in the right top corner of the element. Elements 

can be seen as metamodel elements with a definition described in detail in the language. This is used 
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as a classification for the relevant enterprise dimensions. Creating these elements introduces 

classified libraries of elements all with the same definition. 

Relationships 
Relationships are used to connect the different elements within a layer, aspect or cell. Relationships 

are drawn with stereotyped lines and connect two elements. More important it creates connections 

between elements that are positions in different cells, layers and aspects. Also the relationships have 

a well described definition in the language. Due to this a relationship can be used only in a limited set 

of combinations of elements.  

In the image below the most important elements and relationships of the core framework are 

displayed. 
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Viewpoints 
One of the drawbacks of ArchiMate is that the language can be extensive and complex. Since we 

want to be able to model all the characteristics of an enterprise we have numerous layers, aspects 

and especially elements and relationships. Since we want to use the models to inform our 

stakeholders with  specific views on the organisation in ArchiMate viewpoints are introduced. 

Viewpoints are creating a template for a view or diagram that is based on a subset of the available 

elements and relationships. This makes it possible to create relative easy to understand views that 

are used to “tell” a specific part or goal of the organisation. 

In ArchiMate there is a set of generic viewpoints defined that can be used as templates for your own 

diagrams. Also these viewpoints are well described in the language specification. However the 

language can be extended with viewpoints. This means that you can create your own viewpoints for 

specific organisational situations or stakeholders. This is an approach applied by many organisations. 

Please be aware that when doing so an organisation should describe the applied viewpoints in a 

structured manner. 

In the image below an example from the Enterprise Architect Model Wizard is given. This is one of 

the defined viewpoints in the ArchiMate language. 

 

 

ArchiMate challenges 
Although ArchiMate is probably the best solution for enterprise architecture modelling there are 

numerous challenges when introducing the language in a (large) architecture team. Finding solutions 

to prevent for failures when introducing a modelling approach is essential. Below you find a short list 

of possible solutions to prevent for pitfalls: 
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• Introduce relevant viewpoints for the context of your organisation. Every organisation is 

operating in a specific context. This means that not all elements and relationships are 

relevant for the organisations. Therefore a selection of the relevant elements and 

relationships is made. This selection is implemented in various viewpoints. Sometimes you 

can use the standard viewpoints available in the language. More often an organisation will 

create its own viewpoints to support modelling the specific organisational context. 

• Create modelling conventions. Not only viewpoints are relevant, it has to be combined with 

modelling conventions. Things like naming conventions, colour usage, status of elements, 

diagrams and relationships. Furthermore conventions on baseline and target architectures 

are relevant in modelling conventions 

• Prevent the emergence of  ArchiMate dialects. When you have a large team of architects 

that are working on different locations in your organisation the risk of ArchiMate dialects is 

present. This means that every architect creates his or her own modelling approach, creates 

own viewpoints or even uses elements and relationship not relevant for the context of your 

organization.  

• Usage of patterns and building blocks, reusable models or parts of models is a great way to 

introduce standardisation of models. Furthermore creating architectural models will speed 

up enormously by introducing patterns and building blocks. As with viewpoints patterns and 

building blocks are available from suppliers or sectoral organisations, but creating specific 

patterns is also often applied. 

• Develop a modelling community, when you involve your architecture team in the 

development of your (ArchiMate) modelling language in your organisation. Creating 

ArchiMate models is difficult so discussing the best approach in stead on make decisions on 

your own will in the end improve the quality of the models in your team. Create modelling 

meetings with your team where you discuss problems and solutions. Another option is to 

introduce “pair modelling”. 

• Train your architects, in many organisations the architecture team is a combination of 

internal and hired (external) architects. Although most hired architects have experience in 

using ArchiMate they are not familiar with the specific modelling conventions and viewpoints 

in your organisation. Take the effort in the training of these architects when they start 

working in your team. This can be done by face to face training but also instruction videos 

are very effective (and less time consuming in the end) 

• Introduce a validation process. When an architect delivers his or her ArchiMate models a 

check for the correctness of these models is necessary. Not only a check on the ArchiMate 

rules in general but especially on the specific rules within your own organisation 

architecture. 

The above described solutions are mainly focused on organizing the modelling process. However the 

supporting modelling tool is also important. It has to support the modelling process in an effective 

and efficient manner and reduce the workload of the modelling architects. Enterprise Architect out 

of the box (without configuration and Add-ons) is a tool less supportive for your architectural team. 

Therefore take time to configure the modelling tool. It has sufficient possibilities to do so.   In the 

next chapters we will describe the available functionalities in Enterprise Architect and two Add-ons. 
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Functionalities in EA 
Enterprise Architect (EA) offers extensive functionalities for creating ArchiMate models. In every new 

version of the tool we see new functionalities, extra validations in the ArchiMate MDG. Creating a 

configuration effective for architectural teams using ArchiMate is relatively easy. This chapter 

describes a number of available techniques for effectively configuring Enterprise Architect. 

Model wizard 
Enterprise Architect supports a large number of modelling languages, ranging from generic like UML 

to very specific like Autosar. For creating enterprise architecture in most situations the ArchiMate 

modelling language is sufficient (or even oversized). Since version 15 perspectives are available. This 

makes it possible to limit the available languages to a certain field of interest. For modelling 

enterprise architectures there are four languages available in the perspectives in EA. ArchiMate is the 

most detailed one and the one with the most functionalities. 

When selecting the ArchiMate perspective the Model Wizard  gets activated. This offers you a list 

with a description and examples of ArchiMate models based on the standard viewpoints in the 

language. I think this is a great starting point for novices in ArchiMate but also as starting point for 

ArchiMate modelling teams when they want to evaluate viewpoints or develop organisation  specific 

viewpoints.  

In the image below you see an example of the model wizard with an ArchiMate viewpoint 

 

 

ArchiMate Diagrams 
Experienced ArchiMate modellers will need a more direct approach in creating diagrams than the 

Model Wizard and the generation of example models. They create diagrams directly from the 

browser or the wizard. 

Apart from the default diagram types for the layers and the most important extensions In de diagram 

dialog there is an interesting (rather hidden) feature present. Actually the list of diagram types is a 

tree view and when expanding this tree you can see the generic ArchiMate viewpoints. 

Unfortunately the toolbox for the diagram is not modified on the selected viewpoint. Another nice 

feature would be to create your own model wizard pages for the organisation specific viewpoints or 

modifying the Diagram tree and configure your organisation specific set of viewpoints. Maybe in a 

future version of EA 
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Perspective Sets 
An interesting new feature in EA is the possibility to create Personal or Model Based perspective sets. 

This feature let you limit the modelling languages available for the user or the model. From the 

perspective of organisation specific viewpoints and modelling conventions an even more interesting 

feature is the possibility to restrict the available elements and relationships in a modelling language. 

In the figure below you can see how easy it is to restrict ArchiMate elements and relationships. This 

will restrict the various ArchiMate toolboxes for the diagrams. Particularly relevant when your 

organisation uses a subset of ArchiMate concepts to prevent the evolution of ArchiMate dialects. 

When you develop perspective sets you can combine this with the authorisation module in EA. You 

can assign a perspective set to  an authorisation group to limit the modelling possibilities in 

languages and when defined in the ArchiMate language. Users in the authorisation group can now 

only use the defined subset. 
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ArchiMate Add-ons 
On top of the default functionalities of EA there are two Add-ons offering extra functionalities for 

ArchiMate based architecture teams. In the chapters below we will briefly discuss the functionalities 

in these Add-ons. 

Model Expert 
Model Expert is an EA Add-on developed by Ability Engineering in the United Kingdom. Model Expert 

offers multiple functionalities mainly focussed on model validation and model quality. In this chapter 

we describe the most relevant functionalities for the ArchiMate perspective modelling team. 

Package dashboard 

A nice feature in Model Expert is the option to create a package dashboard. This dashboard 

calculates the complexity of the diagrams and elements within that packages and gives the modellers 

an idea about the quality of the package content. 

Below you see an example of the dashboard 

 

Reference model 

The basis of Model Expert is that you create a reference model or meta model of (parts of) your 

model. This means that you can define a package in your repository in which you place a number of 

sample diagrams that are modelled based on correct usage of your modelling conventions.  

For ArchiMate the approach with viewpoints makes creating a Model Expert reference model is 

relatively easy. When you have created example diagrams of your viewpoints, and often this is 

already present, these can be the source for the metamodel created by Model Expert 

This metamodel can later be used to validate new diagrams, models and package content. So when a 

modeller has created diagrams that do not apply to the metamodel of the viewpoints he or she is 

able to validate the models and gets information about which rules are not or wrong applied in the 

diagram. 

In Model Expert you can create a metamodel on full package content but also on diagram level. From 

ArchiMate perspective this is relevant. When you create a organisation specific model with a subset 
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of elements and relationships from ArchiMate the package level metamodel will be used. However 

when you have multiple viewpoints with a subset of ArchiMate concepts a metamodel of the specific 

diagrams is the correct approach. Luckily you can combine the both approaches in your repository 

and validate on both metamodels. 

When you have generated an ArchiMate Metamodel in Model Expert you have the possibility to 

finetune your convention rules by adding extra rules or modify the generated rules. 

In the figure below you see an example of the reference model maintenance screen 

 

Diagram validation 

When you have created a meta - or reference model in Model Expert you can check your diagrams 

and validate them against the reference model. Nice feature is that a new diagram will be generated 

in which the validated  diagram is combined with the relevant warnings and errors.  

This approach makes it possible to validate the ArchiMate diagrams by the individual architect to do 

a check on his or her diagrams before the approval is done. When there is a validation process in 

place with the architectural team a model manager can do this validation before the model is 

approved. 

In the figure below you see an example of a diagram with validation messages. You can see that the 

diagram is a combination of the original elements, the warning and error messages and an overview 

and score of the severity of the errors. 
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Managed packages and diagram 

Checking the validity of a diagram is an relevant feature when the diagram is already created. Would 

it not be interesting to prevent a modeller from making mistakes when creating the ArchiMate model 

in a diagram. This approach is especially relevant when you have an architecture team working on 

different locations or when you have architects that are only temporarily part of your modelling 

team. 

With managed packages and diagrams the options of diagram types but also on elements and 

relationships is validated during the creation of the diagram content. 

In the figure below you see the Model Expert dialog when a modeller selects an element that is not 

in the reference model of the managed diagram or package. In the example an element is added to 

the diagram that is not present in the reference model. The modeller gets a warning and the option 

to select one of the stereotypes available in the reference model. 
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MDG generator 

The most advanced feature is combining the model validation with a MDG based on the metamodel 

of the viewpoints. This means that you can create diagrams based on the generated MDG. This 

diagram has a toolbox with only the elements and relationships relevant in the viewpoint. This means 

that the modeller knows what elements are present and is unable to select an element from the 

toolbox that is unavailable in the viewpoint. 

When he or she accidentally drags an element from the repository to the diagram not relevant in this 

viewpoint he or she will get a warning. See the figure below with a viewpoint based limited toolbox 

and a warning when selecting a irrelevant element 
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IDEA  
IDEA is an Open Source Add-on developed by EAxpertise. It is mainly focussed on supporting data 

modelling teams but since conceptual data modelling is often done with ArchiMate there are also 

relevant functionalities for ArchiMate modellers 

ArchimAID 

In EA there is a clear separation of reusing existing elements in the repository and creating new 

elements. For existing elements a modeller uses the browser or the search windows and then drags 

the elements to the diagram he or she is creating. For creating elements the usage of the toolbox is 

the general approach.  

Disadvantage of this separation of functionalities is, especially in large teams or large models the 

change of introducing duplicates is large. It will be more easy to introduce duplicates when the 

modelling and naming conventions are not fully in place in a modelling team. 

In this situation the ArchiMAID screen can be helpful. It is actually a combination of search window 

and creating new elements in one wizard. The first step is to select one or more ArchiMate 

stereotypes and search for a keyword within the repository filtered on the selected stereotypes. 

When found you can add the elements to the diagram as a link. When not found you can go to an 

entry screen and then add the element to the repository and the active diagram. 

In the figure below you see the three pages in the ArchiMAID wizard 
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Deduplicator 

In large modelling teams, and not only ArchiMate based teams, it is unavoidable that duplicate 

elements will exist in a repository. Therefore in the IDEA Add-on various deduplicate routines are 

available. The first one is a warning when a modeller creates a new element in the repository with 

the same name, stereotype and version. 

The second one is a deduplicator screen that searches for duplicates in a repository from the scope 

of a package. This means that for all the elements in a package and its sub packages a check is done 

for duplicates in the repository. These duplicates are displayed in a grid view. When the modeller 

wants to deduplicate he or she can set various parameters for this functionality and merges the 

duplicate elements and connectors.  

Below you see an image of the two screens within the package deduplicator 

 

The deduplicator will merge all the elements to the elements present in the selected package. You 

can save the deduplicated elements in a duplicates package as a backup of these elements 
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Summary 
In this whitepaper we introduced an approach to use ArchiMate for Enterprise Architecture 

modelling in large teams. The usage of viewpoints makes it possible to reduce complexity in 

modelling. Generic functions in EA and specific more advanced functionalities in Add-ons makes it 

possible to support an architecture modelling team in creating validated and quality models of the 

enterprise. 

Configuring enterprise architect and the Add-ons for organisation specific viewpoints can be complex 

and requires knowledge on both the ArchiMate modelling techniques and configuring the 

functionalities and add-ons. 

EAxpertise has created multiple example repositories for specific ArchiMate viewpoints. In these 

repositories the functionalities and add-ons are configured in an extensive manner. When you want 

to introduce this approach in your organisation please contact us. We can help you making a jump 

start with the introduction of ArchiMate viewpoints and a repository configured in an effective 

manner to support your ArchiMate modelling team. 
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